
JIM LEISHMAN used to revel in being the court jester at Dunfermline.

Yesterday he shed the tears of a clown and spoke in a voice that cracked
with emotion while explaining what it will
take to prevent the club he loves from dying a painful death.

Leishman once took over the management of the team when they were
three games away from SPL relegation in 2005 and pulled off the miracle
of survival.

Sitting inside East End Park’s Kingdom Suite big Jim stated that the job of
saving the club from going under would make that act of escapology on
the park look like chicken feed.

One of Scottish football’s greatest characters is effectively running
Dunfermline now, and is charged with the responsibility of seeing that
they simply make it beyond tomorrow to begin with.

Then it’s the week after that, and the one which follows.

But not any more beyond that unless substantial sums of money can be
found to address immediate debt requirements.

“This is about short-term survival and not the long-term future,”
Leishman said at a press conference that threatened to turn into a protest
rally at one point.

Police manned the main entrance to the ground in anticipation of a
supporters’ demonstration.

But Leishman pre-empted the prospect of a negative spectacle for the TV
crews in attendance.
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THE voice of Pars icon Jim cracked with emotion as he said the
club could be only hours from financial oblivion.
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